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Abstract
We first introduce the notion of logically decorated rewriting systems where the left-hand sides 
are endowed with logical formulas which help to express positive as well as negative application 
conditions, in addition to classical pattern-matching. These systems are defined using graph 
structures and an extension of combinatory propositional dynamic logic, CPDL, with restricted 
universal programs, called C2PDL. In a second step, we tackle the problem of proving the 
correctness of logically decorated graph rewriting systems by using a Hoare-like calculus. We 
introduce a notion of specification defined as a tuple (Pre, Post, R, S) with Pre and Post being 
formulas of C2PDL, R a rewriting system and S a rewriting strategy. We provide a sound calculus 
which infers proof obligations of the considered specifications and establish the decidability of 
the verification problem of the (partial) correctness of the considered specifications.
Keywords and phrases Graph Rewriting, Hoare Logic,Combinatory PDL, Rewrite Strategies, 
Program Verification
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1 Introduction
Rewriting techniques and particularly term rewriting systems have been very successful
in different areas such as theorem proving or declarative programming languages. Term
rewriting systems have a wide range of interesting results such as confluence analysis,
termination orderings and even very powerful proof techniques based, in particular, on
equational reasoning and structural induction. However, the structure of terms (trees) is not
well suited to specify easily problem handling graph structures, unless one uses cumbersome
encodings.
In this paper we will focus on a class of rewriting systems that manipulate graphs. Graphs
are data structures that have become ubiquitous. In addition to discrete mathematics and
computer science, they are also used to model data in various fields such as biology, geography,
physics etc. The transformation of graphs is nowadays a domain of research in its own. One
may distinguish two main streams, in the literature, for graph transformations : (i) the
algorithmic approaches, which describe explicitly the algorithms involved in the application
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Figure 1 A – A Sudoku grid. B – An illustration of the correct definition of columns. We omit
the labels of the edges.
of a rule to a graph, and (ii) the algebraic approaches which define abstractly a graph
transformation step using basic constructs borrowed from category theory.
In this paper, we follow the algorithmic approach as proposed in [7] and consider rewrite
rules of the form lhs→ α where lhs is a graph and α is a sequence of elementary actions that
perform the desired transformations on the subgraph matched by lhs. We define the notion
of logically decorated graph rewriting systems (LDRS) where the left-hand sides of rules are
graphs attributed by formulas in a dynamic logic, called C2PDL[5], and whose models are
also graphs. Such formulas, within the left-hand sides, could be seen as additional conditions
to be fulfilled when matching a subgraph.
After the introduction of LDRS systems, we tackle the problem of their verification with
the objective of building a decidable procedure. For that we define a Hoare-like calculus the
aim of which is to prove that a transformation is correct, i.e., given a set of rewriting rules, a
strategy stating how to apply them, a pre-condition indicating what are the properties to be
satisfied before the application of the transformations and a post-condition stating which
property is to be verified after the transformations, whether for any graph G satisfying the
pre-condition every graph obtained by transforming G will satisfy the post-condition. To do
so, we define a calculus that generates weakest-pre-conditions and verification conditions for
each intermediate step of the strategy. This infers a weakest pre-condition and a verification
condition for the whole transformations. That weakest pre-condition is then compared to
the given pre-condition. We show that the proposed Hoare-like calculus is sound and that
the considered correctness problem is decidable.
◮ Example 1. To clarify what is our aim and how our system works, we will be using
a running example: we propose to study a simple program dealing with Sudoku grids.
For reason of clarity and conciseness, we will study 4x4 grids instead of the normal 9x9.
Nonetheless, the example can be easily extended to the normal Sudoku. An example of such
a grid is shown in Figure 1.A. The goal is to fill each blank cell with a number between 1 and
4 such that the same number doesn’t appear twice on a line, a column or a square. The goal
of this example is not to show that graph transformations are efficient for solving Sudokus
but just to provide a rather simple and common example in order to illustrate how to carry
out the correctness proof of a program defined as a graph rewrite system.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the dynamic logic C2PDL
used to express pre- and post-conditions is presented briefly. Then, the class of logically
decorated rewriting systems is defined in Section 3 together with a notion of rewrite strategies.
In Section 4, we start by setting the verification problem we consider and show how the proof
obligations are generated. We also prove that the presented verification process is sound and
decidable. An overview of related work is given in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 The dynamic logic C2PDL
In this section, we introduce C2PDL [5], a logic that we use to specify assertions. It is a mix
of Converse Propositional Dynamic Logic [8] and Combinatory Propositional Dynamic Logic
[15], both commonly known as CPDL. C2PDL contains elements of Propositional Dynamic
Logic, that allows one to define complex role constructors, and Hybrid Logic, which allows
one to use the power of nominals. C2PDL further extends the CPDLs in two ways: it splits
the universe into elements that are part of the model and elements that may be created by
an action or that have been deleted; it also extends the notion of universal role to “total”
roles over subsets of the universe in order to be able to deal with these modifications of the
universe.
◮ Definition 2 (Syntax of C2PDL). Given three countably infinite and pairwise disjoint
alphabets Σ, the set of names, Φ0, the set of atomic propositions, Π0, the set of atomic
programs, the language of C2PDL is composed of formulas and programs1. We partition the
set of names Σ into two countably infinite alphabets Σ1 and Σ2 such that Σ1 ∪ Σ2 = Σ and
Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅. Formulas φ and programs α are defined as:
φ := i | φ0 | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | 〈α〉φ
α := α0 | νS | α;α | α ∪ α | α
∗ | α− | φ?
where i ∈ Σ, φ0 ∈ Φ0, α0 ∈ Π0 and S ⊆ Σ.
We denote by Π the set of programs and by Φ the set of formulas. As ususal, φ ∧ ψ
stands for ¬(¬φ ∨ ¬ψ) and [α]φ stands for ¬(〈α〉¬φ).
For now, the splitting of Σ seems artificial. It is actually grounded in the use we want to
make of the logic. Roughly speaking, Σ1 stands for the names that are used in “the” current
model whereas Σ2 stands for the names that may be used in the future (or have been used
in the past but do not participate in the current model).
◮ Definition 3 (Model). A model is a tuple M = (M,R, χ, V ) where M is a set called the
universe, χ : Σ →M is a surjective mapping such that χ(Σ1) ∩ χ(Σ2) = ∅, R : Π → P(M2)
and V : Φ → P(M) are mappings such that:
For each α0 ∈ Π0, R(α0) ∈ P(χ(Σ1)2)
R(νS) = χ(S)
2 for S ⊆ Σ
R(α ∪ β) = R(α) ∪R(β)
R(A?) = {(s, s)|s ∈ V (A)}
R(α−) = {(s, t)|(t, s) ∈ R(α)}
R(α∗) =
⋃
k<ω R(α
k) where αk stands for the sequence α; . . . ;α of length k
R(α;β) = {(s, t)|∃v.((s, v) ∈ R(α) ∧ (v, t) ∈ R(β))}
For each i ∈ Σ, V (i) = {χ(i)}
For each φ0 ∈ Φ0, V (φ0) ∈ P(χ(Σ1))
V (¬A) = M\V (A)
V (A ∨B) = V (A) ∪ V (B)
V (〈α〉A) = {s|∃t ∈M.((s, t) ∈ R(α) ∧ t ∈ V (A))}
In the following, we write sRαt for (s, t) ∈ R(α).
C2PDL will be used in this paper to label nodes and to express properties of attributed
graphs.
1 This notion of programs is borrowed from PDL logic.
◮ Definition 4 (Attributed Graph). An attributed graph G is a tuple (N ,E,C,R,LN ,LE ,s,t)
where N is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges, C is the set of node labels or concepts, R is
the set of edge labels or roles, LN is the node labeling (total) function, LN : N → P(C), LE
is the edge labeling (total) function, LE : E → R, s is the source function s : E → N and t
is the target function t : E → N .
From now on, we will only consider graphs such that C = Φ and R = Π. Given a
graph G = (N,E, C,R, LN , LE , s, t) and a formula φ, we say that G |= φ if there exists
n ∈ N such that n |= φ where the universe M is the set of nodes N . R and V are
defined as usual: for φ0 ∈ Φ0 (resp. π0 ∈ Π0), V (φ0) = {x ∈ N |φ0 ∈ LN (x)} (resp.
R(π0) = {(x, y) ∈ N
2|∃e ∈ E.s(e) = x∧ t(e) = y∧LE(e) = π0}). R and V are then extended
to non-atomic propositions and programs following the same rules defined in the models. As
usual, a formula φ is satisfiable if there exists a graph G such that G |= φ and unsatisfiable
otherwise and it is valid if for all models G, G |= φ and invalid otherwise. We denote by S a
subset of C which consists of names such that for each name s ∈ S there is at most one node
n ∈ N such that n |= s. One may remark that all models can be considered as graphs. The
converse is false.
Often, we will write i : C instead of i : {C} to say that node i is labelled with the formula
C. In Figure 2, we give an example of models depicted as graphs.
Attributed graphs where all nodes are named will be called named graphs. This notion of
graphs will be used in the proof section.
◮ Definition 5 (Named Graph). A named graph G is an attributed graph such that the set
of names S ⊆ C satisfies:
(a) ∀s ∈ S. ∃n ∈ N. s ∈ LN (n),
(b) ∀n ∈ N. LN (n) ∩ S Ó= ∅,
(c) ∀n, n′ ∈ N,n Ó= n′, LN (n) ∩ LN (n
′) ∩ S = ∅ .
Notation: From (a), (b) and (c), it is obvious that, as each name labels at least one node,
each node is labeled by at least one name and each name labels at most one node, it is
possible to define two functions θ and µ such that ∀s ∈ S, θ(s) is the node named s and
∀n ∈ N,µ(n) is a name of n. This allows to define the surjective mapping of models χ and
thus named graphs and models are equivalent structures. We will thus consider from now on
that formulae are interpreted over named graphs.
◮ Example 6. Going back to the Sudoku example, we will use C2PDL to state some
properties. We are going to use a name for each cell of the grid (aij with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 3
where i is the row and j the column in which the cell can be found). We will also use
three atomic programs R (resp. C and SQ) to state which cells are on the same row (resp.
column and square). Finally, we will need eight atomic propositions 1 (resp. 2,3 and 4)
and P1 (resp. P2,P3 and P4) to state that a cell is known to contain 1 (resp. 2, 3 or 4) and
that a cell may contain 1 (resp. 2, 3 or 4). Thus we require that {aij |i, j ∈ [0, 3]} ⊂ Σ,
{i|i ∈ [1, 4]}∪{Pi|i ∈ [1, 4]} ⊂ Φ0 and {R,C, SQ} ⊂ Π0. As we do not create or delete nodes,
we do not make use of the possibility to change the set of definition of the total program.
For this example, ν stands for νΣ1 . We define below a few relevant formulae.
The atomic program C should describe columns, as shown in Figure 1.B:
cj = 〈ν〉(a0j ∧ 〈C〉(a1j ∧ 〈C〉(a2j ∧ 〈C〉a3j))) for j ∈ [0, 3]. cj describes the successive
elements of a column.
cj = 〈ν〉(a0j ∧ [C](a1j ∧ [C](a2j ∧ [C](a3j ∧ [C]⊥)))) for j ∈ [0, 3]. cj says that there
are no more elements in a column than those specified by cj . Thus a column is specified
by cj ∧ cj .
i : 1¬1 ¬11 i : 1¬1 ¬11
R RR RR R
Figure 2 Model and counter-model. All nodes of the left graph satisfy the formula [ν](1 ⇒
[R−][R−∗]¬1). This is not the case for the graph given on the right since i Ó|= (1 ⇒ [R−][R−∗]¬1).
A cell should contain, at most, one value: uI,J = [ν](I ⇒ ¬J) for I, J ∈ [1, 4],
I Ó= J and there is no doubt about it (e.g., once a cell is assigned the value I, it is no
longer a candidate for any future potential assignement PJ): uI,J = [ν](I ⇒ ¬PJ) for
I, J ∈ [1, 4]
If a cell has a value J , J cannot be the value of any other cell on the same row, column
or square vr,J = [ν](J ⇒ (([r][r∗]¬J) ∧ ([r−][r−∗]¬J))) for J ∈ [1, 4] and r ∈ {R,C, SQ}.
Figure 2 shows an example of a model and a counter-model of part of this expression.
◮ Theorem 7. Given a formula φ of C2PDL, the satisfiability and the validity of φ are
decidable.
More on C2PDL including the proof of this theorem can be found in [5].
3 Logically Decorated Rewriting Systems LDRS
In this section we introduce the notion of logically decorated rewriting systems, LDRS. These
are extensions of graph rewriting systems defined in [7] where graphs are attributed with
C2PDL formulas. The left-hand sides of the rules are thus logically decorated graphs whereas
the right-hand sides are defined as sequences of elementary actions. These actions constitute
a set of elementary transformations used in graph transformation processes. The operational
way the right-hand sides are defined in this paper departs from those classically used in
algebraic approaches [18] such as simple pushout or double pushout where rules are defined
by means of graph morphisms.
◮ Definition 8 (Elementary Action, Action). An elementary action, say a, has one of the
following forms:
a concept addition addC(i, c) (resp. concept deletion delC(i, c)) where i is a node and c
is a basic concept (a proposition name) in Φ0. It adds the node i to (resp. removes the
node i from) the valuation of the concept c.
a role addition addR(i, j, r) (resp. role deletion delR(i, j, r)) where i and j are nodes and
r is an atomic role (edge label) in Π0. It adds the pair (i, j) to (resp. removes the pair
(i, j) from) the valuation of the role r.
a node addition addI(i) (resp. node deletion delI(i)) where i is a new node (resp. an
existing node). It creates the node i. i has no incoming nor outgoing edge and there is
no basic concept (in Φ0) such that i belongs to its valuation (resp. it deletes i and all its
incoming and outgoing edges).
a global edge redirection i≫ j where i and j are nodes. It redirects all incoming edges of
i toward j.
The result of performing the elementary action α on a graph G = (NG, EG, CG, RG,
LGN , L
G
E , s
G, tG), written G[α], produces the graph G′ = (NG
′
, EG
′
, CG
′
, RG
′
,
LG
′
N , L
G′
E , s
G′ , tG
′
) as defined in Figure 3. An action, say α, is a sequence of elementary
actions of the form α = a1; a2; . . . ; an. The result of performing α on a graph G is written
G[α]. G[a;α] = (G[a])[α] and G[ǫ] = G, ǫ being the empty sequence.
If α = addC(i, c) then: If α = delC(i, c) then:
NG
′
= NG,EG
′
= EG,CG
′
= CG,RG
′
= RG,LG
′
E = L
G
E N
G′ = NG,EG
′
= EG,CG
′
= CG,RG
′
= RG, LG
′
E = L
G
E
LG
′
N (n) =
{
LGN (n) ∪ c if n = i
LGN (n) if n Ó= i
LG
′
N (n) =
{
LGN (n)\c if n = i
LGN (n) if n Ó= i
sG
′
= sG, tG
′
= tG sG
′
= sG, tG
′
= tG
If α = addR(i, j, r) then: If α = delR(i, j, r) then:
NG
′
= NG, CG
′
= CG,RG
′
= RG, LG
′
N = L
G
N N
G′ = NG, CG
′
= CG,RG
′
= RG, LG
′
N = L
G
N
EG
′
= EG ∪ e where e is a new element EG
′
= EG\{e|sG(e) = i ∧ tG(e) = j ∧ LGE(e) = r}
LG
′
E (e
′) =
{
r if e′ = e
LGE(e
′) if e′ Ó= e
LG
′
E is the restriction of L
G
E to E
G′
sG
′
(e′) =
{
i if e′ = e
sG(e′) if e′ Ó= e
sG
′
is the restriction of sG to EG
′
tG
′
(e′) =
{
j if e′ = e
tG(e′) if e′ Ó= e
tG
′
is the restriction of LGE to E
G′
If α = addI(i) then: If α = delI(i) then:
NG
′
= NG ∪ i where i is a new node EG
′
= EG\{e|sG(e) = i ∨ tG(e) = i}
CG
′
= CG, RG
′
= RG NG
′
= NG\i, CG
′
= CG,RG
′
= RG
LG
′
N (n
′) =
{
∅ if n′ = i
LGN (n
′) if n′ Ó= i
LG
′
N is the restriction of L
G
N to N
G′
EG
′
= EG, LG
′
E = L
G
E ,s
G′ = sG, tG
′
= tG LG
′
E is the restriction of L
G
E to E
G′
If α = i≫ j then: sG
′
is the restriction of sG to EG
′
NG
′
= NG, EG
′
= EG, CG
′
= CG tG
′
is the restriction of LGE to E
G′
RG
′
= RG, LG
′
N = L
G
N , L
G′
E = L
G
E ,s
G′ = sG
tG
′
(e) =
{
j if tG(e) = i
tG(e) if tG(e) Ó= i
Figure 3 Summary of the effects of elementary actions.
◮ Definition 9 (Rule, LDRS). A rule ρ is a pair (lhs,α) where lhs, called the left-hand side,
is an attributed graph with C2PDL formulae as attributes and α, called the right-hand side,
is an action. Rules are usually written lhs → α. A logically decorated rewriting system,
LDRS, is a set of rules.
It is noteworthy that the left-hand side of a rule is an attributed graph, that is it can
contain nodes labeled with C2PDL formulae. This is not insignificant. Indeed, these formulae
can express reachability expression (closure of a program), non-local properties (universal
program), ... These node labelings allow to write more concise and simpler rewriting systems.
For instance, Figure 4 provides two LDRSs, GRS0 and GRS1 which remove unreachable
nodes from a start state (labeled by S) of an automaton. Without the closure constructor
(∗), one would tag that the start states are reachable (label R) (rule ρ00), then say that every
neighbor of a reachable node is reachable (rule ρ01) and finally that all nodes that have not
been reached by applying the first two rules as much as possible are to be removed (rule
ρ02). GRS0 requires the explicit computation of the reachability making the algorithm more
complex. On the other hand, GRS1 only uses one rule which says that all nodes that are
not reachable from a start state are to be removed (rule ρ1).
It is worth noting that the impact of C2PDL formulae in node labels is not limited to
graph rewriting. Indeed, let us consider the term rewriting system of integer arithmetic with
multiplication. The classical way to deal with 0s in such a case is to have rules saying that
0× x 0 and x× 0 0. Considering terms as trees, and thus as graphs, it is also possible
to improve on this set of rules by using, for instance, the rule i : ×∧〈((L∪R);×?)∗〉0 i : 0.
This rule states that if a node i is such that i : ×∧ 〈((L∪R);×?)∗〉0, that is to say, node i is
labeled by the multiplication operator (i : ×) and there is a path of left- or right-operands
(L ∪ R), crossing nodes labeled by the multiplication operator (×?), that leads to a node
labeled by 0 (i : 〈((L ∪R);×?)∗〉0), then node i could be labeled by 0 (i : 0).
GRS0 GRS1
i : S addC(i, R)
i : R j addC(j, R)
i : ¬R delI(i)
i : [r−∗]¬S delI(i)
ρ00 :
ρ01 :
ρ02 :
ρ1 :
Figure 4 Two LDRS dealing with the suppression of unreachable nodes. Rules with atomic
formulae are on the left. The rule with a non-atomic formula is on the right.
i : A j : B k :< β∗ > C addR(j, k, γ); delR(j, k, β)
Figure 5 An example of LDRS. The dashed line represents the program (label) α and the plain
line the program β. The first edge labeled β after an access α on a path toward a C gets a new
tag γ.
In Figure 5, we provide an additional toy example which is used later. It consists of one
rule which relabels the edge going from node j to k with label (program) γ whenever node
k has access to “information” C. This rule may have different interpretations such as the
modification of access policy to information tagged C.
◮ Example 10. Back to our running example, we provide a very simple graph rewriting
system R that tries to produce a full and correct grid. It contains 16 rules, that are
summarized in Figure 6. The rules ρr,J make sure that when a line (resp. a column or a
square) contains a cell with value J , PJ is no longer available for all the cells on the line
(resp. column or square). The rules ρJ are used to pick one choice among those that are
available.
◮ Definition 11 (Match). A match h between a left-hand side lhs and a graph G is a pair
of functions h = (hN , hE), with hN : Nlhs → NG and hE : Elhs → EG such that:
1. ∀n ∈ Nlhs, ∀c ∈ LNlhs (n), hN (n) |= c 2. ∀e ∈ Elhs, LElhs (e) = LEG (hE(e))
3. ∀e ∈ Elhs, sG(hE(e)) = hN (slhs(e)) 4. ∀e ∈ Elhs, tG(hE(e)) = hN (tlhs(e))
The third and the fourth conditions are classical and say that the source and target
functions and the match have to agree. The first condition says that for every node n of the
left-hand side, the node to which it is associated, h(n), in G has to satisfy every concept
that n satisfies. This condition clearly expresses additional negative and positive conditions
which are added to the “structural” pattern matching. The second one ensures that the
match respects edge labeling.
◮ Definition 12 (Rule Application). A graph G rewrites to graph G′ using a rule ρ = (lhs, α)
iff there exists a match h from lhs to G. G′ is obtained from G by performing actions in
h(α)2. Formally, G′ = G[h(α)]. We write G→ρ G′ or G→ρ,h G′.
Confluence of graph rewriting systems is not easy to establish. For instance, orthogonal
graph rewrite systems are not always confluent, see e.g.,[7]. That is why we use a notion
rewrite strategies to control the use of possible rules. Informally, a strategy specifies the
2 h(α) is obtained from α by replacing every node name,n, of lhs by h(n).
i : PJ ∧ 〈(r ∪ r
−)∗〉J delC(i, PJ)
i : PJ addC(i, J); delC(i, P1); delC(i, P2); delC(i, P3); delC(i, P4)
ρr,J :
ρJ :
Figure 6 A summary of the rules of R. In ρr,J , r must be replaced by either R, C or SQ and J
by 1, 2, 3 or 4. In ρJ , J must be replaced by 1, 2, 3 or 4.
G →ρ G
′
G ⇒ρ G
′
(Rule)
G ⇒s0 G
′′ G′′ ⇒s1 G
′
G ⇒s0;s1 G
′
(Strategy composition)
G ⇒s0 G
′
G ⇒s0⊕s1 G
′
(Choice left)
G ⇒s1 G
′
G ⇒s0⊕s1 G
′
(Choice right)
¬App(s, G)
G ⇒s∗ G
(Closure false)
G ⇒s G
′′ G′′ ⇒s∗ G
′ App(s, G)
G ⇒s∗ G
′
(Closure true)
Figure 7 Strategy application rules.
application order of different rules. It does not point to where the matches are to be found
nor does it ensure the unicity of the reduction outcome.
◮ Definition 13 (Strategy). Given a graph rewriting system R, a strategy is a non-empty
word of the following language defined by s:
s := ρ (Rule) s; s (Composition) s⊕ s (Choice) s∗ (Closure)
where ρ is any rule in R.
We write G⇒S G′ when G rewrites to G′ following the rules given by the strategy S.
Informally, the strategy ”ρ1; ρ2” means that rule ρ1 should be applied first, followed by
the application of rule ρ2. The strategy ”ρ∗0; (ρ1⊕ ρ2)” means that rule ρ0 is applied as far as
possible, then followed either by ρ1 or ρ2. It is worth noting that the closure is the standard
“while” construct: if the strategy we use is s∗, the strategy s is used as long as it is possible
and not an undefined number of times.
◮ Example 14. For the Sudoku example, a possible strategy S1 could be: “As long as
one can eliminate possibilities, do it. Then, when it is no longer the case, make a choice
in one of the blank cells and go back to the first step”. S1 may be defined as S1 =
(
⊕
r∈{R,C,SQ},J∈[1,4] ρr,J )
∗; ((
⊕
J∈[1,4] ρJ); (
⊕
r∈{R,C,SQ},J∈[1,4] ρr,J )
∗)∗.
In Figure 7, we provide the rules that specify how strategies are used to rewrite a graph.
For that, we use the predicate App(s,G) which holds whenever graph G can be rewritten
by the strategy s. It is defined as follows:
App(ρ,G) = true iff there exists a match h from the left-hand side of ρ to G
App(s0 ⊕ s1, G) = App(s0, G) ∨App(s1, G)
App(s∗0, G) = true
App(s0; s1, G) = App(s0, G)
It is worth noting that App(s,G) is not meant to denote that the whole strategy can
be applied to G, just that the next step can be applied. Indeed, let’s assume the strategy
s = s0; s1 where s0 can be applied but may lead to a state where s1 cannot. In this case
App(s,G) will hold saying that the strategy s can be applied on G.
wp(addC(i, c), Q) = Q[addC(i, c)] wp(delC(i, c), Q) = Q[delC(i, c)]
wp(addR(i, j, r), Q) = Q[addR(i, j, r)] wp(delR(i, j, r), Q) = Q[delR(i, j, r)]
wp(addI(i), Q) = Q[addI(i)] • wp(delI(i), Q) = Q[delI(i)]
wp(i >> j, Q) = Q[i >> j] wp(ǫ, Q) = Q
wp(a;α, Q) = wp(a,wp(α,Q))
Figure 8 Weakest pre-conditions for actions.
wp(s0; s1, Q) = wp(s0, wp(s1, Q)) wp(s0 ⊕ s1, Q) = wp(s0, Q) ∧ wp(s1, Q)
wp(s∗, Q) = invs wp(ρ, Q) = App(tag(ρ)) ⇒ wp(tag(αρ), Q)
Figure 9 Weakest pre-conditions for strategies.
4 Proving Correctness of LDRS’s
Equational reasoning and structural induction method represent the main core of proof
techniques dedicated to reason about term rewrite systems. Unfortunately, graph rewrite
systems do not benefit yet from such established techniques. For example, generalization
of equational reasoning to graph rewriting systems is not complete [6]. In this section, we
propose a way to specify properties of LDRSs for which we establish a decidable proof
procedure.
◮ Definition 15 (Specification). A specification SP is a tuple (Pre, Post, R, S) where Pre
and Post are C2PDL formulas, R is a graph rewriting system and S is a strategy.
A specification SP is said to be correct iff for all graphs G, G′ such that G⇒S G′ and
G |= Pre, then G′ |= Post.
In order to show the correctness of a specification, we follow a Hoare-calculus style
and compute the weakest pre-condition wp(S, Post). For that, we define the weakest pre-
conditions of a formula Post induced by a strategy, a rule, an action and an elementary
action. They are presented in Figure 8 for the elementary actions and Figure 9 for strategies.
The weakest pre-condition of an elementary action, say a, and a post-condition Q is
defined as wp(a,Q) = Q[a] where Q[a] stands for the pre-condition consisting of Q to which
is applied a substitution induced by the action a that we denote by [a]. The notion of
substitution used here is the one of Hoare-calculi [11].
◮ Definition 16 (Substitutions). To each elementary action a is associated a substitution,
written [a], such that for any graph G, (G |= φ[a]) ⇔ (G[a] |= φ).
It is worth noting that substitutions are, in all generality, not defined as formulae of
C2PDL. They are defined as a new constructor whose meaning is that the weakest pre-
conditions as defined above are correct. There is no reason whatsoever to think that the
addition of a constructor for substitutions is harmless, in general. It is a very interesting
problem to figure out for which logics they can be introduced as it is a strong indication that
such a logic may be suitable to study the correction of programs. It is one of the central
results of [5] that C2PDL is closed under substitutions allowing us to use them freely in the
following.
i : {ia, PJ} addC (ia, J); delC (ia, P1); delC(ia, P2); delC (ia, P3); delC (ia, P4)tag(ρJ) :
Figure 10 The rule ρJ is modified into tag(ρJ ) with tag(i) = ia.
Apart from wp(ρ, Q), the weakest pre-conditions defined in here are the usual ones. As
in any other framework using Hoare logic, it requires the definition of an invariant(inv) for
each loop that has to be provided by the user.
The weakest pre-condition of a rule ρ = (lhsρ, αρ) and a post-condition Q is given by
wp(ρ, Q) = App(tag(ρ)) ⇒ wp(tag(αρ), Q) where tag : Nlhsρ → Σ is a function which
associates to every node, n, of the left-hand side of rule ρ, a fresh name in Σ. These new
names are used to keep track of the matching locations within potential graphs rewritten
by different instances of ρ during the execution of a strategy. tag(ρ) = (tag(lhsρ), tag(αρ))
where tag(lhsρ) is a named graph which consists of the graph lhsρ where the node labeling
function is augmented by tag, i.e., for all nodes, n, of lhsρ, LNtag(lhsρ)(n) = LNlhsρ (n)∪tag(n).
tag(αρ) is obtained from αρ by substituting every node (in Nlhsρ), say i, by tag(i). Figure 10
gives an example turning the left-hand side of a rule into a named graph via a function tag.
The formula App(tag(ρ)) expresses the applicability of the rule tag(ρ). In other words, it
expresses the existence of a match of the left-hand side of tag(ρ). More precisely App(tag(ρ))
is defined as follows:
App(tag(ρ)) = φnodes ∧ φedges
where
φnodes =
∧
u∈tag(Nlhsρ )
〈νΣ1〉(u ∧
∧
φ∈L
þ(lhsρ)
N
(θ(u))
φ)
and
φedges =
∧
e∈E|s(e)=θ(u)
〈νΣ1〉(u ∧ 〈L
þ(lhsρ)
E (e)〉tag(t(e))∧
∧
e∈E|t(e)=θ(u)
〈νΣ1〉(u ∧ 〈L
þ(lhsρ)
E (e)
−〉tag(s(e)) .
φnodes states that the first condition of Definition 11 is satisfied i.e., all formulae satisfied
by a node of the left-hand side have to be satisfied by its image in the graph. φedges does
the same with edges: the label of the corresponding edges are the same and the source and
target functions fulfill the matching compatibly condition.
Tagging a rule may seem to reduce its applicability. Indeed, by choosing a new name for
each node of the left-hand side, the rule can now be applied only at the nodes of the graph
named accordingly. Let ρ be a rule such that LHSρ = (Nρ = {i0, . . . in}, Eρ, Cρ,Rρ, LNρ , LEρ ,
sρ, tρ) is its left-hand side. In order to prove that the application of ρ on a graph
G = (NG, EG, CG,RG, LNG , LEG , sG, tG) is correct, one has to verify that for every match
h = (hN , hE) (as defined in Definition 11), the post-condition is satisfied after the transform-
ation associated with ρ is applied at the hN (ik)’s. Instead of showing that, the verification
procedure proves that for any graph, if the rule can be applied at the θ(u)’s, where θ is the
function that associates to each name of Σ a node of G and u ∈ tag(ρ), the post-condition
is satisfied after performing the transformation. As the u’s are fresh names, they do not
have any impact on the previous characterization of the graphs. Thus, the validity of
vc(ρ, Q) = ⊤ vc(s0; s1, Q) = vc(s0, wp(s1, Q)) ∧ vc(s1, Q)
vc(s0 ⊕ s1, Q) = vc(s0, Q) ∧ vc(s1, Q)
vc(s∗, Q) = (invs ∧NApp(s) ⇒ Q) ∧ (invs ⇒ wp(s, invs)) ∧ vc(s, invs)
Figure 11 Verification conditions.
wp(ρ, Post) actually states that whatever the choice of θ is, if the rule can be applied, then
the post-condition will be satisfied after it is fired.
The weakest pre-condition associated to the closure of a strategy, say s∗, and a post-
condition Q is defined as wp(s∗, Q) = invs where invs is an invariant (C2PDL formula)
associated to the strategy s. Roughly speaking s∗ could be seen as a while-loop which needs
invariants associated with additional proof obligations defined by means of the function vc
(verification conditions) given in Figure 11.
Informally, the predicate NApp(s), used in the definition of vc, the verification conditions
function, says that the strategy s cannot be applied. To express NApp(s), one may wonder
whether it is possible to use the negation of App(s). The answer is negative since App has
been defined using dedicated names, that is to say a rule is applied at a specific place defined
by the added names introduced by the function tag. Intuitively, if one wants to express that
there is no match for a rule whose left-hand side contains a cycle (e.g., the second graph
of Figure 12), then universal quantification is required. For instance, in that case it would
be ∀i, j.[νΣ1](i⇒ [R](j ⇒ [R]¬i)). One of them can be discarded to produce the expression
∀i.[νΣ1](i⇒ [R][R]¬i). Alas, this cannot be expressed in C2PDL. The names only allow to
express existential quantifiers. Indeed, to express universal quantifiers, one needs to extend
the logic with the binder ↓ of hybrid logic which is enough to make the logic undecidable[2].
To express formally NApp(s) in C2PDL, one needs to introduce some additional definitions
first.
◮ Definition 17 (Explicitly Named Nodes, Non-Oriented Cycles). An explicitly named node is
a node such that each disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of its label contains a name.
A non-oriented cycle, c, is a finite list of nodes c = [n0, . . . , nk] such that (i) nk = n0 and (ii)
∀κ ∈ [0, k − 1],∃r ∈ Π0 such that (nκ, nκ+1) ∈ R(r) or (nκ+1, nκ) ∈ R(r).
◮ Definition 18 (Grove and Thicket). A grove is a disjoint union of thickets. A thicket
is a connected graph such that it does not contain any non-oriented cycle composed only
of non explicitely named nodes. We call a strategy S relative to a rewriting system R a
grove-strategy if the left-hand sides of all the rules appearing under a closure are groves.
Let lhs be a left-hand side. Let us split Nlhs into TE , the set of explicitly named nodes,
and TI = Nlhs\TE . For each maximally connected subgraph composed only of nodes in TI ,
a distinguished node ri is selected. If there is a maximally connected subgraph composed
only of explicitly named nodes, an ri is also picked for it. Now, everything is ready to define
NApp(s).
1. NApp(ρ) =
∨
ri
[νΣ1 ]NA(ri, ∅)
2. NA(n, V ) = (
∨
φ∈LN (n)
¬φ) ∨ (
∨
e∈E|s(e)=n|s(e)∈TE∪(TI\V )
[LE(e)]NA(t(e), V ∪ {n})) ∨
(
∨
e∈E|t(e)=n|t(e)∈TE∪(TI\V )
[LE(e)
−]NA(s(e), V ∪ {n})) if n Ó∈ V
3. NA(n, V ) = ¬µ(n) if n ∈ TE ∩ V
4. NApp(s0 ⊕ s1) = NApp(s0) ∧NApp(s1)
5. NApp(s∗) = false
6. NApp(s0; s1) = NApp(s0)
A B A B A
Figure 12 These two graphs are indistinguishable without names.
Rule 2 is the most involved. NA(n, V ) is used to describe what has to be true for a node
different from n. V is used to track which nodes have already been visited.
∨
φ∈LN (n)
¬φ
states that there is at least one of the formulae satisfied by n that is not satisfied while∨
e∈E|s(e)=n|s(e)∈TE∪(TI\V )
[LE(e)]NA(t(e), V ∪{n}) means that there is a neighbor of n using
an outgoing edge that cannot find a match.
∨
e∈E|t(e)=n|t(e)∈TE∪(TI\V )
[LE(e)
−]NA(s(e), V ∪
{n}) has the same signification but for incoming edges. Rule 3 is used to recall the names of
the explicitly named nodes that have already been visited without creating a cycle in the
execution. Rules 4 to 6 are exactly the negation of App(s,G). Rule 1 says that for at least
one ri, it is not possible to find a node that would be a match. It is noteworthy that there is
no rule for N ∈ TI ∩ V since the considered left-hand side has to be a grove.
◮ Example 19. The rules of the Sudoku example are simple, having only one-node left-hand
side, and thus not very interesting as far as NApp is concerned. We will thus consider the rule,
say ρ, of Figure 5. There is only one connected subgraph so one has to pick one distinguished
node r0. Let us choose, randomly, the node j as r0. Then NApp(ρ) = [νΣ1 ]NA(j, ∅). As j is
not explicitly named, NA(j, ∅) = ¬B ∨ [β]NA(k, {j}) ∨ [α−]NA(i, {j}). As i is not explicitly
named either, NA(i, {j}) = ¬A as the only neighbor of i is j. Finally, NA(k, {j}) = [β∗]¬C
as the only neighbor of k is j. Thus NApp(ρ) = [νΣ1 ](¬B ∨ [β][β
∗]¬C ∨ [α−]¬A).
Given a specification SP , the correctness of SP amounts to verify the validity of the
formula CorrSP = vc(S, post) ∧ (pre ⇒ wp(S, post)). It can be shown that CorrSP is a
C2PDL formula due to the closure by substitutions of C2PDL [5]. Therefore we can state
the soundness of our calculus in the following theorem.
◮ Theorem 20. Let SP = (Pre, Post, R, S) be a specification where Pre and Post are
C2PDL formulas, S is a grove-strategy relative to LDRS R. If the formula CorrSP =
vc(S, post) ∧ (pre ⇒ wp(S, post)) is valid then for all graphs G and G′, if G ⇒S G
′, then
G |= pre implies G′ |= post.
CorrSP being a formula of C2PDL, one gets the following corollary from theorem 7.
◮ Corollary 21. Let SP = (Pre, Post, R, S) be a specification where Pre and Post
are C2PDL formulas, S is a grove-strategy relative to LDRS R. The verification of the
correctness of SP is decidable.
◮ Example 22. The example of Figure 13 contains one rule that is applied as long as
possible. As the closure is used, an invariant has to be specified. We choose 〈νΣ1〉x which
is obviously an invariant of the loop. The specifications differ on the post-condition, the
first one being what we would expect, that is all elements are labelled A, and the other
one being the exact opposite. Both specifications are deemed partially correct. Indeed, as
wp(ρ∗
1
, Post) = inv = 〈νΣ1〉x, Pre ⇒ wp(ρ
∗
1
, Post) = ⊤. Furthermore, as vc(ρ∗
1
, Post) =
(inv∧App(ρ1) ⇒ inv[addC(i, A)])∧(inv∧NApp(ρ1) ⇒ Post)∧vc(ρ1, inv) and vc(ρ1, inv) = ⊤
and inv ⇒ inv = ⊤, vc(ρ∗
1
, Post) = inv ∧ NApp(ρ1) ⇒ Post). But then, as NApp(ρ1) =
[νΣ1 ]⊥, inv ∧NApp(ρ1) = ⊥ and thus vc(ρ
∗
1
, Post) = ⊤ independently of the post-condition.
The fact that two specifications leading to opposite results would be both considered correct
i addC(i, A)ρ1 :
SP10 = (〈νΣ1〉(x ∧ ¬A), [νΣ1 ]A, {ρ1}, ρ
∗
1
)
SP11 = (〈νΣ1〉(x ∧ ¬A), 〈νΣ1〉¬A, {ρ1}, ρ
∗
1
)
Figure 13 Scholastic examples of specification. Both of the specifications are partially correct.
seems to be an error but the fact is that the program will never stop and, actually, no result
is ever reached.
It is noteworthy that the choice of the invariant is, as usual in Hoare logic [11], far from
innocent. Let’s assume we chose inv = ⊤ instead. Then, the only difference is that now
inv ∧ NApp(ρ1) = NApp(ρ1) = [νΣ1 ]⊥. But then, inv ∧ NApp(ρ1) ⇒ [νΣ1 ]¬A is true but
not inv ∧ NApp(ρ1) ⇒ 〈νΣ1〉A. A poor choice of inv can prevent someone from proving a
program correct.
The example of the Sudoku can be proven to be valid with a suitable choice of Pre, Post
and inv.
5 Related work
One of the main features of the class of rewriting systems we introduce in this paper consists
in specifying application conditions as logic formulas that label nodes of the left-hand sides.
This is, to our knowledge, a new approach to specify application conditions. In [9] the idea
of additional (negative) application conditions has been introduced in a framework based on
category theory.
Our second contribution is to introduce a decidable verification procedure for the con-
sidered rewrite systems and the logic used to express system properties. The problem of
reasoning about graph transformations is known to be complex in its full generality [12].
One approach to program verification, as exemplified by [10, 16], is similar to the one
we pursue here, i.e., the goal is to generate the weakest pre-condition for a condition to
be satisfied. Our method strongly diverges from theirs in very key points, though. First
and foremost, their rewriting systems are based on algebraic methods whereas ours are
purely algorithmic. Secondly, our graphs are logically attributed, that is each node is labeled
with formulas. Another difference lies in the considered logics. Indeed, the logic presented
in [16] is equivalent to monadic second-order logic. It thus allows to express second-order
quantification which is out of the scope of our logic. The one in [10] is equivalent to first-order
graph formulas whose expressivity is not comparable to ours (i.e., there are formulas that can
be expressed in one logic but not in the other and vice versa). Both monadic second-order
and first-order graph logics are undecidable. On the other hand, we have carefuly chosen
an extension of dynamic logic that preserves decidability. Last but not least, the way
they compute the pre-conditions is also much different from ours. We use the notion of
substitutions whereas their conditions are built incrementally on the rules.
In [13], the authors also use a stronger logic, monadic second-order logic again, and the
verification problem is decidable. This is due to the fact that their transformations are
bisimulation-generic whereas ours are not. Furthermore they do not label nodes. In both
cases, the core of the reflexion is centered in modifications of the structure of the data (that
is how general classes of nodes and edges interact). On the other hand, we are able to do the
core of these transformation but our focus is on localized modifications that is a change at 
the instance level.
Another approach to the verification of graph transformation is the classical model-
checking applied in the case where states are specified by graphs [17]. This approach, which 
needs the development of a possibly infinite transition systems, departs from ours.
A verification method of graph transformation is tackled in [14] where a set of forbidden 
graphs is given and where context-free graph grammars are used instead of logics to define 
post-conditions. This method is quite different from ours.
In [3], a logic dedicated to mimic graph transformations has been introduced. That logic 
can also be used to specify properties over graph transformations. The expressive power of 
that logic is very rich but its validity problem is not decidable.
In [6], an extension of equational logic to graph transformation has been investigated. 
Theories generated by such logic are not recursively enumerable in general. Thus no 
completeness nor decidability results can be expected. In addition, in the considered logic 
bisimilar graphs cannot be distinguished.
The modification of Knowledge Bases is a much different but very active field. Belief 
revision [1] deals with the addition of new knowledge and how to modify the Knowledge 
Base so that it is still consistent. That means that a lot of modifications may be hidden in 
one update action. This is quite a different approach as we want, on the other hand, to know 
exactly what actions are performed and use that to define our new knowledge.
The work in [4] is heading toward the same goal as the present paper but both the 
programming language, that is slightly less expressive and imperative, and the considered 
logic are different.
6 Conclusion
We have presented a new class of graph rewrite systems, LDRSs, where left-hand sides
can express additional application conditions defined as C2PDL formulas. We defined
computations with these systems by means of rewrite strategies. There is certainly much
work to be done around such systems with logically decorated left-hand sides. For instance,
the extension to narrowing derivations, which is a matter of future work, would use an involved
unification algorithm taking into account the underlying logic. We have also presented a
sound Hoare-like calculus for specifications with pre- and post-conditions in C2PDL and
show that the considered correctness problem is decidable. These positive achievements
deserve to be extended to other logics which we intend to investigate in the future.
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